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Why we are the best
little wholesaler in
homebuilding

Wise Insure is a boutique wholesaler focused on the construction industry
whose approach to working with agents on all lines for contractors and trades is
different from most other wholesalers. As part of the NationWide Contractors
Alliance, we build our business on a three-legged stool:
Wholesale Insurance products for most lines of business for construction related risks
Construction focused education for retail agents and for contractors
Services for Builders including Trades Tracking and My SPP

We can access most markets: probably many, if not all, of the same markets
that your other brokers have access to. In that regard, we aren't anything
special. However, as I am sure you will understand, it is just not about having
access to markets, but what you are able to get done with the markets. Here
are a few ways we are special:
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High Bind Ratio
We are consistently over a 63% bind ratio on new business.
Our carriers love this high bind rate. It allows us to get things done. Our producers
love us too because we don't waste their time if we don't really think we can help
them with a particular situation. We let them know right up front.

Special Relationships with carriers
We have a valuable partnership with an underwriter at a program that uses United
Speciality paper. One of the builders we placed is the largest premium policy they
have.
We have a valuable partnership with Kinsale, and have one of their highest bind
ratios.
We have a Builders Risk program where we have the ability to pick up the phone with
the guy who built the program and get any of our submissions moved to the top of
their priority list - we are their second largest producer in the nation. We actually
have some retail producers who are directly appointed with that program, yet access
it through us instead because of our understanding of the program and our ability to
get things done.
We have a partnership with a program that allows us to offer both pollution
(including mold) as well as professional liability coverage for builders.
We have exclusive access to a Cyber policy that also includes coverage for builders
and trades who install smart home devices. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
only product in the country that will provide coverage for smart home devices.
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We are well respected by builders & in the homebuilding community.
Mr. Treacy Duerfeldt, our principal, has been a member of the NAHB for years and is
on their education committee. He was recently asked to be a subject matter expert
on a video they distributed nationwide discussing ways builders can lower their work
comp premium. Here is a link to their website (the video is part way down the page):
NAHB Now - How Builders can reduce WC Costs
Last year Treacy was invited to be a guest on the Building Optimal Podcast. It is
produced by builders for builders and has over 4,000 subscribers nationwide. Treacy
spoke about the Top 10 issues that builders face in respect to liability insurance. Here
is a link to our webpage where you can access the entire episode, or just listen to it in
bite size chunks divided according to topic: NWCA - Link to Building Optimal
Podcast Page - Top 10 Liability Insurance Problems
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We help our producers sell value, and in most cases their insureds pay
more premium.
We often will review forms lists for our retail agents to help them point out
potential coverage concerns with the policies they are quoting against.
On large accounts, we will often make ourselves available to participate in a
conference call with the insured and the retail agent. At times, this allows us to help
address more technical issues for the builder. At other times, it simply helps
demonstrate to the insured that the retail agent has access to resources that the
competition doesn't.
We focus on value, not certificate buyers. In most cases our retail agents place
coverage where the insured is paying more premium than what they were
previously, because we have helped our producer identify and address coverage
gaps. Here is a recent example:
A custom home builder in Southern California heard Treacy on the Building
Optimal Podcast.
He reached out to us because he felt like his current agent wasn't helping him
with several of the issues that were brought up on the podcast
After talking with him, we referred him to one of the retail agents we work with
in Southern California
Our retail agent replaced his current GL with a policy that addressed several
coverage concerns...and upsold to add XS, Pollution & Professional, and Cyber
Smart-Home Liability.
The insured paid just under $30K, which was twice what he had been paying for
insurance previously.
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We are selective in the retail agents we partner with.
Of course ethics, good behavior and a spirit of partnership come into play when we
decide who to work with.
However, we have also terminated appointments when retail agents treat us as a
quoting machine. If their approach is to splatter the markets and are just looking for
the lowest priced option for a certificate buyer, then we are not a good fit for each
other.

I hope this gives you some insight into how we approach the work we do. If
you would like, you can learn more about us by visiting our website Wise
Insure, part of the NationWide Contractors Alliance. But before you do,
check out some of these recent successes:
TX Home Builder doing 40 homes per year
BR including flood & quake - $16,719 in premium

SC Home Builder doing 575 homes per year
GL with a rate of $1.80 on $220M in sales
Cyber Smart-Home Liability - $25,500 in premium
Trades Tracking - $62,500 to provide claims ready files for 250 trades

SC Home Builder & remodeler - operations include a new residential
condo buildout in a highrise
GL with a rate of $2.83 on $30M in sales
$4M XS over GL, EL, & EBL - $45,500 in premium

OR Home Builder & remodeler doing condo and townhome work
BR - $0.147 rate on new construction & $0.36 rate on remodeling
GL - rate of $6.04 on $1.45M in sales

HI Home Builder with claims
GL with a rate of $6.3M on $2.5M in sales
Pollution & Professional, including Mold Liability with a rate of $2.40 on $2.5M in
sales
IM - with owned, leased, rented equipment, BPP coverage including glass - $14,000
premium
ERISA Bond

WI Home Builder doing 110 homes per year
BR - Modified blanket with a rate of $0.096 based on 8 month slab to sale

TX Home Builder - Building a $1.7M custom home
BR - annual rate of $0.18 for an 18 month term
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Wise Insure offers GL, XS, BR, IF, Cyber, and other
lines of coverage for contractors and trades. If you
are a retail agent who wants to learn more about how
Wise Insure can help with the needs of your
construction clients, Contact us today or call 360464-2531.

NWCAlli

ance.com

If you really want to up your game working with contractors, be sure to check
out our Construction Insurance Risk Education (CIRE) program, designed to
help agents develop the expertise they need to effectively work with clients in
the construction industry. We have partnered with Bison MountainFinancial
(BMFCE) to offer these courses for a total of 23 CE credits, currently available in
26 states.
CIRE has recently announced a partnership with On3, a mobile-first AI field
learning tool that has verifiably shown it can make the necessary rapid expansion
of the construction labor force become both possible and prudent. Two of the
first CIRE courses to be hosted on the On3 platform will include Claims
Readiness for Job Site Accidents and Claims Readiness for Construction Defect
Problems.

